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SOCIAL MOBILITY IN SHAW’S ARMS AND THE MAN (1894): A MARXIST ANALYSIS 

Abstract 

This study is about how social mobility is reflected in George Bernard Shaw’s Arms 

and the Man playwright. The aim of this study is to describe the indicators of the social 

mobility, to analyze the depiction of social mobility, and to reveal the reason why Shaw 

illustrated the social mobility in his play. In analyzing this play, the researcher uses the 

Marxist perspective and the qualitative method. The study comes to the following 

conclusions. Firstly, there are three indicators of social mobility i.e. occupational, 

property and authority structure. Secondly, the depiction of the social mobility is 

depicted through the plot and characters of the play. Thirdly, the reason why the author 

writes the play is to criticize about the society in that era. He wants to awaken the public 

opinion about the social problem in their environment. 

 

Keywords: Arms and the Man, Marxist, Social Mobility 

 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini menunjukkan tentang bagaimana George Bernard Shaw mengambarkan 

mobilitas sosial di dalam naskah drama Arms and the Man. Tujuan dari penelitian ini 

adalah untuk mendeskripsikan idikator dari mobilitas sosial itu sendiri, analisa 

penggambaran mobilitas sosial, dan menyatakan alasan Shaw menggambarkan 

mobilitas sosial di dalam naskahnya. Penulis menggunakan metode kualitatif dalam  

menganalisis naskah drama tersebut. Penelitian ini memberikan beberapa kesimpulan. 

Pertama, ada tiga indikator dalam mobilitas sosial, yaitu: struktur pekerjaan, kekayaan, 

dan kekuasaan. Kedua, penggambaran mobilitas sosial di dalam naskahnya dapat dilihat 

dari alur dan karakternya. Ketiga, alasan mengapa penulis menulis naskah drama 

tersebut adalah untuk mengkritik masyarakat pada zaman tersebut. Dia ingin 

menhidupkan opini masyarakat tentang masalah sosial yang ada di sekitar mereka. 

 

Kata Kunci: Arms and the Man, Marxis, Mobilitas Sosial 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Social mobility is a movement of individuals, families, or households in the society. The movement 

can be at the same or different social strata. There are certain patterns that organize the social group 

(Soekanto 2001: 68). It also affects the structure alteration. The social mobility explanation can be 

found not only in Sociology but also in the Marxism. Marxist literary criticism approaches literature 

based on the sociological theoretical approach. Marxist criticism suggests the literary work is the 

reflections of the social organization from which they are originated. Marxists viewed literature as a 

social organization. It has a specific ideological function, based on the ideology and the author 

background. It also analyzes the class constructs which is depicted in the literature. 

There are some literary works, which adapt the social mobility issue. It could be illustrated 

implicitly or explicitly. George Bernard Shaw is one of the writers who adapting the social mobility 

issue. He raised the social mobility issue in his playwright entitled Arms and the Man. 
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This study is adapting the social mobility issue. It depicted implicitly in Arms and the Man 

play written by George Bernard Shaw. This kind of study is different from the other previous 

research, which raising the Shavian women (Mishra 2015), the comparison of realism and idealism 

(Siddiqui and Raza 2012), the foreign affairs in the characters (Irvine 1947), the evolutionist theory 

in Arms and the Man (Iqbal and Ali) and the music criticism of the play (Gates 2011). It only 

focusing in the social mobility and analyzing the play using Marxist theory, which has not 

researched yet by another researcher. 

1.1 Marxism in Literary theory 

Marxism is the part of literary criticism. It is a theory that based on the socialist and dialectic 

theories. Marxist criticism suggesting the literary works as the reflections of the social organization 

from which they are originated. Marxist views literature as a social organization. It has specific 

ideological function, based on the ideology and the author background. According to Eagleton 

(2011: 30), Marxist criticism is not only a sociological of literature. It  has a purpose to explain the 

literary work more clearly. It also means grasping the forms, styles, and meaning of the literary 

works as the part of historical product. Marxist theory includes the analyzing of the class constructs, 

which illustrated trough the literary works. 

1.2 Social Mobility 

Social mobility is “a movement from the other class into another class” (Horton and Hunt 1984: 

369). It only happens in the open society, which not follow the caste system. It usually defined into 

some classes. It classified based on three main criteria, as follows: occupational structure, authority 

structure, and property structure (Kerbo 2003: 13).  

Social mobility divided into vertical and horizontal mobility. Vertical mobility is a 

movement from one class position (usually occupational structure) to another higher or lower class 

(Kerbo 2003: 376). There are two kind of movement in the vertical mobility i.e., social climbing 

and social sinking. Social climbing is a movement which happen because of a status rising. Social 

sinking is a derivation status process from higher to lower status. It often raises the psychological 

problem for someone who had experience with it. Because there will be the change of duty and 

rights. Social sinking happen because of someone has sick and should be replace by another people 

or someone make a fatal mistakes and get fired. 

The horizontal mobility is a movement made from one position to another, which is equal in 

the occupational structure. The main characteristic of horizontal mobility is that there is no change 

in the social position (Kerbo 2003: 377). 
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2. METHOD 

In analyzing the script, the writer uses qualitative method. It is usually in descriptive form. The 

material object of the study is the script Arms and the Man play, which is written by George 

Bernard Shaw(1894). The formal objects of the study are some books thatdiscusses about the social 

mobility and Marxist theory. 

This research paper uses the library research in analyzing the data. It aims to collecting the 

closest possible information and finding  the literary reviews, which  have  relation with the study. 

It can be the source to analyze and to gets any information for this research paper. 

3. THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Indicators of the Social Mobility 

The indicators of the class stratification are occupational structure, authority structure, and property 

structure. 

3.1.1 Occupational Structure 

Occupational structure is a distribution of the occupations in the society. The distributions examined 

based on the skill level. People are tending to get the reward for the higher skill (Kerbo 2003: 144).  

3.1.2 Authority Structure 

Authority is the power to judging, banning, and controlling the other people actions (Kerbo 2003: 

144). People who have great authority are having the ability to influence the society. The amount of 

the authority can make them standing in the higher level of the society. They can make the final 

decisions in everything because of their high authority. In the society, every class division has their 

own characteristic of the authority structure. 

3.1.3 Property Structure 

According to Harold R. Kerbo (2003: 13), property structure is “a person’s ownership of property 

(or, more specifically the ownership of property of produces profit, such as a stock ownership)”. 

The property can make people get the higher class. People who have property will automatically get 

the authority. However, people who have high authority, not always have high property. In the 

society, every class division has their own characteristic of the property structure. 

3.1.4 The Mobility 

In the society, there will always be a social mobility. Every people will experience the mobility 

even if it is through the inheritance, marriage, or the change of occupation. Almost all of the 
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characters of Arms and the Man play have experienced the social mobility. Bernard Shaw has 

described it implicitly through the dialogue of the characters in the play. 

3.1.4.1 The Beginning of the Play 

Before analyzing the social mobility, the class division of the characters must be classified first. It 

classified in the table below: 

Table 3.1.4.1 The Stratification in the Beginning of the Play 

 Occupational Authority Property 

Upper Class 

 Paul Petkoff, 

Sergius Saranoff 

(Major) 

 

Corporate Class 

Paul Petkoff, 

Sergius Saranoff, 

Bluntschli (soldier) 

Bluntschli 

(Captain) 

The Petkoffs, 

Saranoffs (first-rate 

noble in Bulgaria) 

Middle Class    

Working Class 
Louka, Nicola 

(maid) 

 Bluntschli 

Louka 

Lower Class    

In the beginning of the play, Bernard Shaw has placed the Petkoffs and Saranoffs family in the 

upper class. They classified as the upper class because of their authority. Their rank in the military, 

make them becoming the superior. It also makes an impact with their family. Their wives and their 

descent bear their family name. Therefore, it allows Catherine and Raina Petkoff to give a 

command to Paul’s staffs. They also become as famous as Paul does, even if they doing nothing. It 

is because of the family names that they carrying. 

3.1.4.2 The End of the Play 

The characters’ class in the end of the play, classified as follow: 

Table 3.1.4.2 The Stratification in the End of the Play 

 Occupational Authority Property 

Upper Class 

Bluntschli 

(Businessman) 

Paul Petkoff, 

Sergius Saranoff 

(Major) 

Bluntschli, Raina 

Petkoff 

Corporate Class 

Paul Petkoff, 

Sergius Saranoff, 

Bluntschli (soldier) 

Bluntschli 

(Captain) 

Paul & Catherine 

Petkoff, Sergius 

Saranoff, Louka 

Middle Class    

Working Class Nicola   

Lower Class    

Based on the table above, the significant movement has experienced by Louka. Her status in the 

society technically changed since she has proposed by Sergius. If she get married with him, she will 

becoming the lady of Saranoff’s house. It means that her property changed from a little into the 
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first-rate. She does not need to become a maid again, because her pride has lift up. Her position now 

is as the same as Raina. 

The other character who changed is Blutschli. In the end of the story, he becomes a 

businessperson. However, he also becomes a Captain of Servian military. He becomes a 

businessperson because of the death of his father. His father inherits his assets to Bluntschli. He has 

to replace his father position. He becomes rich by inheriting his father’s property from Switzerland. 

His position rises into the upper class through the occupational and property structure. 

3.1.4.3 The Mobility 

After classifying the class divisions of the characters, the researcher found the mobility of the 

characters in the play, as follows: 

Table 3.1.4.3 The Mobility of the Characters 

 Occupational Authority Property 

Upper Class 

Bluntschli 

(Businessman) 

Paul Petkoff, 

Sergius Saranoff 

(Major) 

Bluntschli, 

Raina Petkoff 

Corporate Class 

Paul Petkoff, 

Sergius Saranoff, 

Bluntschli 

(soldier) 

Bluntschli 

(Captain) 

The Petkoffs, 

Sergius Saranoff, 

Louka 

Middle Class    

Working Class 
Louka, Nicola 

(maid) 

 Bluntschli 

Louka 

Lower Class    

Based on the table above, the mobility marked into five points. The first movement is marked with 

“a”. This movement experienced by Bluntschli. Since the death of his father, he has to replacing his 

father position. It makes him has to looked after their hotels in Switzerland. So, he automatically 

becoming a businessperson. Fortunately, he is not retired from his first occupation as a Captain in 

the Servian army. It makes a social climbing through his occupational structure. 

The second movement is marked with “b”. It is the explanation about Louka’s occupation. 

Since she has proposed by Sergius, technically she moved as high as Sergius. She does not need to 

work again in Raina’s house. Her position is as the same as Raina. 

The third movement is marked with “c”. It is the movement of Bluntschli again. This 

movement is almost the same as the first movement. He moved from the working class and 

becoming the upper class trough his property. By that movement, it can be seen that he becomes the 

superior. His class moves higher than the Petkoffs and Saranoffs through the property structure. 

The next point is marked with “d”. It is the movement that experienced by Raina. The way 

she got the social climbing is similar with Louka. She has proposed by Bluntschli after he inherits 

a d 

c 

e 

b 
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all his father’s properties. Before the proposal, her position is high enough. She get that position 

because of the descent. She is the daughter of Paul Petkoff. She is brings her father’s family name 

since she was born. After the proposal, she will get married with Captain Bluntschli. He is the 

Emperor of the Switzerland. That marriage will change her names. She would not known as a 

Petkoff again. She will carry Bluntschli’s family names. Therefore, the property and the authority 

that he get will automatically shared with her. 

The last point is marked with “e”. It is the movement of Louka. The significant movement 

has experienced by Louka through the property structure. She got the social climbing from the 

working class into the corporate class. It is because of the marriage with Sergius. Marriage can 

makes people experienced the social mobility. Same as with Raina, she experienced the vertical 

mobility especially the social climbing. Her name also changes into Saranoffs. After marriage, the 

woman will bear her husband family name even if it is good or bad. 

3.2 How the Social Mobility Depicted in Shaw’s Arms and the Man 

The social mobility pictured as the social issue in the script. Bernard Shaw raised the historical 

event of Serbo-Bulgarian war in 1885. He took an example of the issue in the aristocrat society. He 

depicted the social mobility through the character and the plot of the script. 

At the first act, Bernard Shaw pictured Louka as a young beautiful maid. She is not that 

insolent maid even if she has no sympathy at all for Raina. In the beginning of the story, she called 

Raina with “My lady” which means that she has respected her for her class stratification. However, 

in the end of the story, George Bernard Shaw has pictured her as a house cleaner, who are not 

honoring her boss. She started called Raina as Raina. She feels that she is finally as high as Raina 

because Sergius has loved her. He chooses Louka as his wife instead of Raina. She refuses to call 

Raina with “My Lady” again. She is going to married with Sergius Saranoff soon. In that case, there 

is a social mobility there. Louka comes from the Working Class. After marrying Sergius Saranoff. 

She will moves to the Coporate Class because of the marriage. She will bear the Saranoff’s family 

name and his wealthy. Louka’s experienced the vertical movement (social climbing). 

In the plot of the story, George Bernard Shaw depicted social mobility through Bluntschli. In 

November 1885, Captain Bluntschli described as a foreign soldier. He fights in the Serbo-Bulgaria 

war. He is in the Servian army. When becoming an army in the Serbo-Bulgaria war, he is a fugitive 

and poor like a beggar. He has nothing in that year and he returned to the Servian army as a Captain 

there. Nevertheless, he is not as rich and high as Major. In March 1886, he got news that his father 

is dead. Because of his death, his family solicitor asked Captain Bluntschli to take care of his father 

business. In that case, Captain Bluntschli has experienced the social movement. He got the social 
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climbing by inheriting his father’s property ownership. It changes his social stratification from the 

Corporate Class into the Upper Class because of his ownership of his family. 

George Bernard Shaw also depicted the social mobility of Raina through the plot. Raina 

experienced the social mobility because of the marriage proposal from Captain Bluntschli. She is 

the daughter of Paul Petkoff. She is in the Corporate Class position because of her name and her 

father wealth. However, after accepting Captain Bluntschli proposal, she automatically gets the 

vertical movement. She climbs into the Upper Class automatically because of marriage. She will get 

Captain Bluntschli wealth and his family name. 

3.3 The Reason of Why the Social Mobility is Addressed in Arms and the Man 

Arms and the Man belongs to the Late Victorian literature. It is called Victorian era because it is 

coincide with the reign of Queen Victoria (1837 – 1901). In the Victorian era, it was happened a 

social alteration, rapid economical and technological development. It showed the Industry 

Revolution. It makes a clear difference between the rich and the poor ones, between the boss and 

the laborer. Based on that society problem, the literatures in that era are usually makes that problem 

as a feed to write. It has a purpose to increasing the society’s moral. 

Bernard Shaw is one of the famous playwrights in the Victorian era. Some of his literary 

works has written in Victorian era. The Victorian drama adapting the social and the moral issue as 

the subject matter of the drama. The Victorian writers presented the social issue realistically and 

fairly uncontroversial. Shaw is signaling that the history sometimes can be illuminating. He is using 

art to expressing his opinion in public. He also joined the Fabian Society. It has a purpose to create 

the socialism in democratic way. In his drama, he uses the provocative paradox. It has a purpose to 

tease and awaken the reader’s idea. According to Samekto (1998), paradox is an idea, which has the 

opposite as the common idea. It also can be a weird opinion, which contains of truth. George 

Bernard Shaw’s play is a play which raising the human experience such as sex, ethic, religion, 

politic, etc. 

The Late Victorian literature started from 1880 and end up in 1901. George Bernard Shaw 

wrote Arms and the Man in 1894. It counted as the Late Victorian literature. This play is a satire 

about the military intensity. This play also a discussion plays. It is discussing about a problem and 

always begins with a preface, which discuss the problem widely. In that era, Shaw’s wrote Arms 

and the Man clearly to illustrate the social issue in the Serbo-Bulgaria war 1885. He wants to help 

to formulate the public opinion using the artistic expression in literature. 
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3.4 Discussion 

The characters whose experiencing the social mobility are Raina, Bluntschli, and Louka. All of 

them are experiencing the social climbing or the vertical mobility. Raina get the movement because 

of the marriage with Bluntschli. It makes her gaining the wealth of Bluntschli. She also bears 

Bluntschli’s family name. She comes from the Corporate Class and becoming the Upper Class 

easily because of the marriage. 

Different from Raina, Bluntschli experienced the movement because of kinship. He 

inherits all of his father properties. He also has to replacing his father position as a Businessman. He 

got the occupational and property structure movement because of the death of his father. 

The other character, who gets the movement, is Louka. Louka get the significant 

movement through the marriage with Sergius. Her property has changed into the corporate class. 

Her position is similar with the Petkoffs. She does not need to become a maid again. Saranoffs 

family name is now becoming her new name. Her action and efforts to become the part of the 

bourgeoisie called as embourgeoisiement. Her action is because of the materialism also. 

Bernard Shaw wrote this drama to criticize about the society in that era. In the Victorian 

era, people are not that free to choose their mate. The bourgeoisie has to married with the same 

class with them. It makes the proletariat still becomes the poor one until several decades. Shaw 

illustrated that it is fine for people to change their social class by marriage through the play. 

Marxist sees the social mobility as the effect of the social and cultural change. The social 

and cultural change is a product of materialism (Marx and Engels 1848). The social mobility 

happens if there is a desire to change their social status. However, the social sinking happens 

unintentionally. The social mobility is shattering the capitalism. It also ruins the idea that the 

bourgeoisie should marrying people who has the similar class. Therefore, the proletariats have a 

chance to marrying the bourgeoisie if they loved them. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This study comes to the following conclusions. Firstly, the playwright illustrated a social mobility 

that can be identified through three indicators, namely occupational, authority, and property 

structure. Occupational structure is a distribution of people’s occupation in the society. It creates the 

social classes and the social inequality within society. The authority structure is the power to 

judging, banning, and controlling the other people actions (Kerbo 2003: 144). People with high 

authority are having the ability to influence the society. The property structure is the ownership of 

property, which can produce the profit. People with high property can affect the society. They get 

special treatment from the society such as the authority they get from their stock ownership. 
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Secondly, the playwright depicted the social mobility that can be identified trough the 

depiction of the plot and the characters of the play. The depiction of the plot is some event of the 

play, which made it into a story. It illustrated some social issue in the play. The depiction of 

characters is a characters’ characteristic, which illustrated the social issue in the play. The alteration 

of the characters can be identified in the beginning and the end of play. 

Thirdly, the social mobility addressed in the play because it is the social issues that usually 

happening in our social life. It always happens in our environment. The social mobility also 

happened long time ago in the Victorian era. Bernard Shaw raised that issue to show that the lower 

class has a right to make a movement. He wants awaken the public opinion of the social problem. 

He creates the socialism in democratic way through the reader of his play. 
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